
Preprocessing datasets:

1. Parse raw data into RDD.

2. Append index to dataset .

3. Make index the first column of dataset.

4. Create new dataset with indexes moved by 1.

5. Shuffle (redistribute data) and join by key RDDs from 3 and 4.

6. Calculate differential quotient in each row.

7. Partition by index ranges.

8. Store resulting RDD in HDFS and memory.

Note: steps 4-8 are repeated for each pair of data series from 

input dataset.
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Research motivation: 

Domination of idividual evaluation time in 

evolutionary computations (over 99%).

Each optimization results in significant processing 

time improvements.

Optimization of processing time allows to use bigger 

datasets.

Optimization techniques:

Removing duplicated operations (index augumenting operations).

Preprocessing input dataset and caching numerical differentiation results.

Avoiding time-consuming joins and data shuffling.

Using operations changing only a part of RDD (map -> mapValue).

Partitioning data in ranges by key.

Adding more resources (scaling up, scaling out)
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Data flow before optimization.

Cached RDD with raw 
and preprocessed data

Evaluation request processing before optimization

1. Parse raw data into RDD
1
.

2.A.a) Symbolic differentiation of a individual.

2.A.b) Computing values of differentiated individual in raw data.

2.B. Numerical differentiation of raw data

3. Shuffle data on the cluster and perform a join operation.

4. Compute the difference between 2A and 2B.

5. Reduce results - compute value of fitness function.

Evaluation request processing after optimization

Assumption: data set was registered (preprocessed) first.

1. Retrieve RDD with raw and numerically differentiated data 

from cache (memory, HDFS).

2. Evaluate symbolically differentiated function.

3. Compute fitness function partial values.

4. Discard non-used RDD parts.

5. Reduce to final result.
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Results: algorithm optimization, scale out, scale up

Speedup: 
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